Information given on this form is considered confidential and will be treated as such

APPLICATION - A2
Authority Figure/Spiritual Leader
The applicant has applied for the Artist Development Program held by The Culture House and Störling Dance Theatre.
Störling Dance Theatre is a neo-classical dance company with influence form Corporal Mime and Modern Dance techniques directed by Mona
Störling-Enna. Best known for their powerful story telling productions, SDT takes audiences soaring to different worlds and to the heart of the
human experience. With eternity in their hearts Störling Dance Theatre dances with vitality and passion.
The Artist Development Program is for dancers gifted in artistic expression, seeking to develop their skills as they discover where to apply their
talents.
It is important for us to see that the applicant grows in every area of life while working and learning with us. Therefore, we kindly ask you to
answer the questions below carefully and realistically. We are aware that a questionnaire such as this cannot give a 100% true picture of the
applicant. Therefore, you are very welcome to write additional comments on a separate piece of paper, or contact us. Thank you!

Applicant's Name

Your First Name

Your Last Name
Country

Address
State

City

Alabama

Province

Email

Phone

How long have you known the applicant?

What is your relationship

In your opinion, is applicant emotionally mature and stable?

United States
Zip Code

Phone

In your opinion, is applicant spiritually mature and stable?

Please comment on the applicant background, if you know

Functioning in a group, following teacher's and staff's leading, insecurities, healthy communication skills are all a part of a successful year. Most
of the difficulties that students have over a year is related to a lack of development in these areas. Part of the program revolves around
educating students in these areas so it is not a negative mark against them if they have weaknesses. Please explain any weaknesses in these or
related areas so that we can best serve our students:
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What can you say about the applicant in connection with the list below

Personality

Relationship

Christian Growth

Learning Style

Mostly Introverted

Avoided by others

Immature

Slow

Some Extroversion

Tolerated by others

Developing

Average Pace

Mostly Extroverted

Liked by others

Gaining maturity

Alert, Quick

Completely Extroverted

Sought out by others

Mature

Exceptional

Responsiveness to Others

Scripture Knowledge

Achievement

Team Work

Sensitive to others

Superficial

Starts/fails to finish

Causes friction

Fairly responsive

Some knowledge

Achieves little

Insists on own way

Responsive & Thoughtful

Good knowledge

Some achievement

Usually cooperative

Very Responsive

Exceptional knowledge

Good achievement

Works well with others

Endurance

Leadership

Willingness to Serve

Character

Gives up easily

No leadership

Reluctant

Easily depressed

Endures little hardship

Some leadership

Usually

Somewhat Optimistic

Endures some hardship

Good leadership

Always

Mostly Optimistic

Endures much hardship

Exceptional leadership

Eager

Always Optimistic

What do you think motivates the applicant to apply for the Artist Development Program?

Would you recommend this applicant?
Other comments

Signed By

Date

When you have completed this form, you are requested to kindly return it to the applicant in a sealed envelope. The envelope
should be marked with a “A2” and returned to The Culture House as soon as possible.
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